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Subject: Re: MCC records

Body:

CBD charged us 16.5 cents a page for the last copying project.  They did not charge us to pick up the boxes 

from the warehouse or to deliver the boxes to us (they used our Federal Express number.)To:	Jeremy 

Gunn/ARRBcc:	David Marwell/ARRB, Phil Golrick/ARRBFrom:	Laura Denk/ARRBDate:	01/03/97 09:17:53 

AMSubject: 	Re: MCC recordsJeremy -- in response to your question about how much it will cost to hire CBD 

Docusource to do the copying of the organized crime records in the MCC offices -- I'm not sure.  I am sending 

Tracy an e-mail now to find out how much CBD Docusource charged us for copying other MCC records in New 

Orleans.If we can't estimate these costs based on previous bills, I will call Kay Sloan today to ask her for an 

estimate.I am planning to call Tony Radosti on Monday.To:	Laura Denk/ARRBcc:	David Marwell/ARRB, Phil 

Golrick/ARRBFrom:	Jeremy Gunn/ARRBDate:	12/23/96 02:46:49 PMSubject: 	Re: MCC recordsThis all seems 

fine to me in substance.  What cost issues are there in paragraph 3?To:	David Marwell/ARRB, Jeremy 

Gunn/ARRB, Phil Golrick/ARRBcc:	 From:	Laura Denk/ARRB   Date:	12/20/96 10:27:50 AMSubject:	MCC 

recordsI called the MCC today and spoke with Tony Radosti about wrapping up our work with the MCC.   We 

discussed three different groups of MCC files.(1)	3 boxes of Guy Banister files already in our possessionI 

reminded Tony that Warren DeBrueys has expressed concern about releasing New Orleans Police Department 

"internal affairs" files.  I also reminded Tony of Phil's letter to Rafael Goyeneche that stated that we would not 

release the "internal affairs" records without the consent of the MCC.  I told him that we need the MCC to 

decide how they want us to handle these records.  Do they want to protect the records for 10 years?  Protect 

until 2017?  Remove the files entirely from the MCC donation?  According to Tony, the MCC would not object 

to release of the N.O.P.D. files because the files did not originate at the MCC, but he knows that Warren is 

worried about liability.  He will talk to Warren again about it.I am reviewing the three boxes of Guy Banister 

files so that we will know exactly which files are internal affairs files.(2)	All other (non-Guy Banister) files 

already in our possessionWe do not anticipate that the MCC will want to redact any information from this 

group of records.  We did, however, promise Warren an opportunity to review the records before we make 

them available to the public at NARA.  I asked Tony to come up with a date when Warren and the MCC  will 

have completed any review they intend to do.  On or after that date, we will deliver the records to NARA, 

presumably without any restrictions. (3)	Organized Crime Records in the MCC OfficesWith regard to the 

organized crime records that are in the offices at the MCC (including the Marcello file), Tony said that he had 

decided that the MCC would allow an outside copy company to do the copying.  I suggested that we continue 

to use CBD Docusource and he said that would be fine.  If David and Jeremy agree, I will contact Kay Sloan at 
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